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French architects want the roof of the fire-
ravaged Notre-Dame cathedral to be re-
built in wood and not in metal or

concrete. One of the heads of the country’s
biggest architects’ body said reconstructing
the roof in anything other than the original
wood would be a mistake. The intervention by
Eric Wirth of the Guild of French Architects
comes amid controversy over French Presi-
dent Emmanuel Macron’s wish for the spire of
the 13th-century monument to be given a
“contemporary” touch.

“The most modern and ecological material
today is wood,” Wirth said Wednesday, which,
as well as being more fire-resistant than the al-
ternatives, also traps carbon, he insisted. His
comments come after the army general put in
charge of the restoration, Jean-Louis
Georgelin, dismissed reports that the massive
roof would be redone in oak as nothing more
than “lobbying” by the wood industry.

“There will be a study, and all possible op-
tions will be examined,” he said. But Wirth
took him to task, telling French MPs at a par-
liamentary hearing that “talking about lobby-
ing on a subject like this does not honor the
edifice.” Price was not an issue, he argued, “the
money is there”.

Beware ‘brilliant solutions’ 
So far pledges totalling Ä922 million (over

$1 billion) have been received, ranging from a
single euro offered by an American child to
200 million euros by French luxury goods bil-
lionaire Bernard Arnault. Wirth said a wooden
roof like the original would also guarantee the
structural integrity of the cathedral, which is
still threatened by the risk of collapse nine
months after the devastating fire last April.  

“The cathedral has been there for 800
years. Had it been built in concrete or steel it
would not still be there,” he added. “Even with

all the (chemical) protection treatments, given
the intensity of the blaze... the steel would have
held for half an hour and then it would have
twisted, pulling on the walls and everything

would have collapsed. “We have to be skepti-
cal of seemingly brilliant solutions” which in-
volve metal or concrete rafters, Wirth warned,
which vaunt their lightness. — AFP 

French architects want Notre-Dame
roof rebuilt in wood 

India’s weddings are famously lavish - lasting days and with
hundreds if not thousands of guests - but this season many
families are cutting costs even if it risks their social standing.

It is symptomatic of a sharp slowdown in the world’s fifth-largest
economy, with Indians spending less on everything from daily es-
sentials to once-in-a-lifetime celebrations. Growth has hit a six-
year low and unemployment a four-decade high under Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. Prices are rising too, squeezing spend-
ing on everything from shampoo to mobile data.

Chartered accountant Palak Panchamiya, for example, has al-
ready slashed the budget on her upcoming Mumbai nuptials by a
third, trimming spending on clothing and the guest list. “Initially I
chose a dress that cost 73,000 rupees ($1,000),” Panchamiya told
AFP as she picked through outfits at a recent marriage trade fair.
“But my partner felt it was too expensive, and so now I am here
reworking my options and looking for something cheaper.” 

India’s massive wedding industry is worth an estimated $40-
50 billion a year, according to research firm KPMG. The celebra-
tions can last a week and involve several functions, a dazzling
variety of cuisines, music and dance performances, and lots of
gifts. Foreigners can even buy tickets to some events. But these
days, except for the super-rich - a recent Ambani family wedding

reportedly cost $100 million - extravagance is out and frugality
is in as families prioritize saving. “Earlier Indian weddings were
like huge concerts, but now things have changed,” said Maninder
Sethi, founder of Wedding Asia, which organizes marriage fairs
around the country.

Cracks emerged in 2016 when the Indian wedding season,
which runs from September to mid-January, was hit by the gov-
ernment’s shock withdrawal of vast amounts of banknotes from
circulation in a bid to crack down on undeclared earnings. Mum-
bai-based trousseau maker Sapna Designs Studio shut for months
as the economy was turned on its head by Modi’s move. “No ex-
hibitions were happening and there were no avenues for us to sell
either,” said Vishal Hariyani, owner of the clothing studio.

Hopes for a recovery proved short-lived when the cash ban
was followed by a botched rollout of a nationwide goods and
services tax (GST) in 2017 that saw many small-scale businesses
close. Since then, keeping his studio afloat has been a challenge,
with consumers increasingly reluctant to spend too much, says
Hariyani. “We customize our clothes as per their budgets, and now
week-long weddings have been converted to just a 36-hour cer-
emony,” he told AFP. “We have to pay GST, pay workers and even
offer discounts to customers,” he added.

Analysts say gloomy economic conditions have pushed India’s
middle class to pile their cash into savings. “The whole economy
has slowed down and reduced spending on weddings is a by-
product of that. Everyone except the super-rich are affected,”
Pradip Shah from IndAsia Fund Advisors told AFP. “It is reflective
of how somber the mood is,” he said. In a country where families
traditionally spend heavily on weddings - including taking on debt
in some cases - the downturn is also a source of sadness and
shame, with elaborate celebrations often seen as a measure of so-
cial status. — AFP 

In this photograph taken on Dec 24, 2019, a bride and groom arrive at a marriage hall in Mumbai. — AFP photos Relatives wait for the bride and groom at a marriage hall outside a family court in Mumbai.

Floral garlands for brides and grooms are displayed for sale next to a
marriage hall in Mumbai.

Big fat Indian wedding goes 
on a diet as slowdown bites

This picture taken on Jan 6, 2020 shows the Notre-Dame Cathedral in Paris, which was partially de-
stroyed when fire broke out beneath the roof on April 15, 2019.  — AFP 


